What the Media is Not Telling You

9/11: BLUEPRINT FOR TRUTH

9/11: Re-examining the Destruction of the 3 WTC Skyscrapers

Dynamic LIVE Multimedia Presentation
by Richard Gage, AIA
23-Year Architect and Internationally Acclaimed 9/11 Speaker

EURO TOUR 2011

- June 11 - Dublin, Ireland
- June 12 - Dundalk, Ireland
- June 15 - Cork, Ireland
- June 17 - Edinburgh, Scotland
- June 18 - Cambridge University
- June 19 - Cardiff, Wales
- June 20 - London, England
- June 21 - Bristol, England
- June 24 - Rotterdam, Holland
- June 25 - Amsterdam, Holland

Explosive forensic evidence about the most important event of our time!

Friday, June 17, 2011 - 9 AM
Best Western Edinburgh Capital Hotel
187 CLERMISTON ROAD | EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND

INFO:
www.sovereignindependent.com
£15.00

CONTACT:
events@sovereignindependent.com

AE911Truth.org